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JOURNEY
OUR

Why we joined SE2050 movement? How has SE2050 changed us?

Construction industry is undeniably one of the major contribution to
global warming crisis. As a major player in this industry, we are actively
seeking a path to employ our expertise towards a solution through
structural engineering. We joined the movement to learn from peers in
the industry, and in the same time, to channel our strengths towards
solving the global warming crisis.

We are (still) fairly new to structural sustainability. Prior to joining SE2050,
we have no resource nor team member focusing on the topic. Going from
“zero-to-one” has been challenging for us, but we have been learning so
much in the process. We are aiming to slowly integrate the EC reduction
strategies into our current practices by one step at a time.
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our first lca completed:       rusnak/westlake porsche

thousand oaks, ca



2021 STAT
LESSONS LEARNED

ECAP Completed:                                          2        (including this report)

LCA completed:                                          +1        (Completed our very first LCA!)

Sustainability resources:                   +1        (Started firm-wide sustainability digital library)

Specification Changes:                          None   (In development) 

Sustainability-related Projects:    None   (expect to start first project by early 2023)
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stat

2021 ecap status
education:  100% complete.

reporting:     83% complete.   (need to complete 1 more lca project)

strategy:      67% complete.   (need to integrate ec mitigation into general notes)

advocacy:     50% complete.   (need to declare se2050 commitment on proposal & website)



EDUCATION distribute ecap firmwide
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provide (1)ec webinar

plan for team member to attend quarterly

external education programs

Initiate an embodied carbon interest group 

baker creative office

costa mesa, ca



REPORT contribute 2-4 projects to se2050 database
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target more projects than previous year

aston martin dealership

palm springs, ca

2 projects per office

4 projects total

1 project submitted in 2021



REDUCTION
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cinepolis gladepark

Euless, TX

Create a project-specific ec reduction plan

STRATEGY
Collaborate w/ concrete supplier to reduce

embodied carbon in a mix design

Integrate embodied carbon mitigation strategies

into General Notes

targeted new project locating in marin county, ca



ADVOCACY
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amazon fresh

huntington beach, ca

Describe the value of SE 2050 to clients
thru marketing materials

Declare SE 2050 Commitment 

W/ boilerplate proposal language

Declare SE 2050 Commitment 

 on your company website
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centerpoint church

Murrieta, CA

embodied carbon champion

GRIMM+CHEN
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING

sitanan tanyasakulkit, s.e.

se2050 commitment
since apr 2021

https://www.linkedin.com/company/grimm-&-chen-structural-engineering-inc-/
https://www.facebook.com/GCSTRUCTURAL/
https://www.instagram.com/g_c_se/

